
	   Write a letter to the editor of a daily newspaper highlighting difficulties faced 
by disabled sections in our country and suggest how we can alleviate their 
situations. (250 words)  [WBCS exam questions have word limits of 150 to 200 
words] 
Understanding question: Read each question more than once. It is always 
worth. Look for what exactly the question is asking.  This particular question is 
a more general one. The asking word “difficulties“ is a broad term. It includes 
social, economic, and political injustices. In this sense it is not an example of a 
twisted question.  When a question has a specific asking component, we 
should be careful while answering. 
 
Rough work: Do not start writing immediately. Reserve the last page for 
rough work. Give five minutes per question to organize your thoughts, jot 
down few points on which you want to expand your thoughts. Also try to look 
for few relevant keywords that you want to include.   
For this test: Do not look at the hints right away.  Muscle your brain first. 
 
Hints:  Do we have infrastructures friendly toward disabled persons? Think about 
office buildings, schools, colleges, and hospitals. What kind of day-to-day 
adversities they have to face.  How our society has outcast disabled people 
(humiliations).  Our society’s attitude toward disabled persons.  Are developmental 
programs inclusive?  Think about our education system, do we teach enough civic 
values to our children.  How could we create job opportunities and give them their 
economic rights and empower them. Why they are begging?  Is there any 
constitutional bill to safeguard their rights?  
 
Keywords: insensitive, marginalized section/minority, humiliations, economic 
disparity, social discriminations/injustice, medical rights, social stigma, denied 
economic opportunity, our support system, compassion, humanity, economic 
hardships, widening gap, economic rights.   
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